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Spring 2020 Registration is Now Open

Apply Today: https://na.eventscloud.com/489631apply

Application Deadline: December 5, 2019
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LEAP on Line
Think about one of your dealers that is not using digital or is barely got their toes in the water. In what area of their business are you going to suggest they
begin or continue digital in their business? (Marketing - How?, Scheduling- How?, Service Calls - How? Sales - How? Other areas - How?

Almost my entire market is made up of guys that
'The customer that comes to mind is one of our

'I have a handful of dealers that are "behind the

more loyal CC dealers and has been a customer for

times" mainly the much smaller business but even

years. He still faxes orders in to this day... While I

a few of the bigger guys are still replying on pen

will never get him fully into the digital space. I am

and pad and not taking advantage of the new

trying to work with him in palatable steps towards

technology. Hard to teach an old dog new tricks

remaining relevant as the industry transforms. First

and people don't like their cheese moved. I think a

and easiest step for me in that way will be getting

good place to start is their internet presence, it's

him more comfortable with Google reviews and

like not being in the phone book 30 years ago...you

show him how simply keeping up with that can

cant survive. I think following that it needs to be on

change the way he takes in leads. It will be a

their internal organization like a CRM and dispatch,

process but great learning experience for both

followed

parties.'

marketing'

by

referral

requests

(podium)

and

have been doing it for 40 years that don't see the
value in doing anything different because what they
did in the past worked so why would they need to
change?

....I have actually started to have some

success with it- I've gotten a couple dealers signed
up with ServiceTitan who were using pen and paper
for everything up until that point. I've gotten a
couple people set up with some sort of sales
software to re ne and improve their sales process.
I have gotten almost all of my dealers onto Google
My Business (only 4 of them were on it when I
came into the role), and started the process of
getting a few of them onboard with Google Local
Services.

- Chat Ott -

- Anica Martinez -

- Jason Daly -
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'I have 3 dealers that I have been discussing digital
with several times, and they know they are a little
behind the 8 ball, and know they need to do
something, One has nally gotten on to Google my
business and has set up his website. The other has
joined the TCS program to get on to the Trane
Website, the other dealer knows he has to do
something and I am going to schedule a call with
Amy from marketing. With the two that have
started I discussed how going digital can help them
market their company, on line,.on how they can do
a better job with scheduling jobs and service calls
with knowing where their techs are located and
sending someone to that job that is closer to the

I think the biggest thing is being able to explain to
the dealer WHY. Why should they do something
they haven't needed for the last 30 years. One of my
guys has not had a website for over a year and we
got him signed up on Trane sites. Something as
minor as a website can really help a small guy or
someone not digital so if they start using other
marketing avenues the customers have that site to
go check them out.

Because of the markets that I cover, I have several
dealers who are apprehensive about going to a
digital switch. This is

rst seen in the way the

market. They are more worried about mailers and
word of mouth, more then they are about a website
and google reviews. I have sat down with several
and began talking about the importance of moving
digital and have already seen a few of them see an
up tick in business just by working through the
process to upgrade a website.

call. All 3 customers can't comprehend the large
amount of money it takes to advertise and what
you get for the dollar. They have been doing
business over 50 years a certain way.
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